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A Convenient Bride
Step into a world of sophistication and glamour, where sinfully seductive heroes await you in
luxurious international locations. He wanted her by any means!

A CONVENIENT WIFE
As the son of a distinguished family, Hugh is temporarily forced to take on the role of CEO in
place of his father. While Hugh used to be a playboy-type that favored women over work, his
competent secretary, Kathryn, cuts out any time for play in his schedule, leaving him nothing
but work-filled days. Despite his resistance in the beginning, Hugh finds himself slowly falling
for Kathryn to the point where he hardly even looks at other women. One morning, upon
seeing Kathryn with a bruise on her face and her eyes swollen from crying, the feelings Hugh
kept inside come flowing out all at once…

The Rancher takes his Convenient Bride
Romance story of a Hollywood superstar and his assistant.

The Billionaire's Bride of Convenience (Mills & Boon Modern) (Three Rich
Husbands, Book 2)
Her boss needs a bride… Can she step out of the shadows and down the aisle? Discovering her
boss, billionaire tycoon Andreas Kostas, must marry is devastating for Kayla. Then Andreas
proposes that Kayla wear his ring! Having experienced the incandescent pleasure of his touch,
she’s hidden her yearning for him ever since. It’s the proposal Kayla’s always dreamed of, but
dare she risk her body and heart to become a convenient wife?

A Hollywood Deal
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Now a Hallmark Channel Original Movie! She wrote the book—literally—on finding the right mate.
But does she really understand what love's about? Five hours before her Nantucket beach
wedding—and on the eve of her big book launch—celebrity marriage counselor Kate Lawrence
has everything in place. Everything, that is, but the groom. She might not have a career, either,
when her nationwide audience finds out their marriage guru has been left at the altar. Enter
Lucas Wright, who offers to stand in for the missing husband-to-be and marry her. Kate's
desperate enough to agree—although she’s sure this Mr. Wright is completely wrong for her.
But can they pull it off? And why would Lucas want to marry her in the first place? Could it be
that “Dr. Kate” doesn't know the first thing about love?

The Earl's Countess Of Convenience (Mills & Boon Historical) (Penniless Brides
of Convenience, Book 1)
The Sicilian’s Surprise Love-Child His forbidden innocent Innocent Aurora is everything tycoon
Nico shouldn’t want. But even his famous control isn’t a match for their combustible chemistry
Then Nico discovers their encounter has left her pregnant! Will Aurora’s revelation give this
Sicilian a reason to risk everything?

A Royal Bride of Convenience
A simple deal Complicated emotionsI'm used to cleaning up after my boss, Hollywood
superstar and all-around bad boy Ryder Pryce-Reed. Nothing can shock me now--not the
countless "humped and dumped" women or the wreckage left in the wake of his wild
ways--until he asks me to marry himfor a year.He says it's strictly so he can claim his beloved
grandfather's painting, but I know there's more. There's always more with Ryder.My instincts
say no, but he's offering to take care of the baby in my womb. Since my self-centered ex isn't
going to play the father, I say yes, while steeling my heart. I can't afford to fall for a man who
only wants me for a year.But how can I resist the sexiest man alive when he turns on his
formidable charm to give everyone a good show? And how does a simple girl like me deal with
the spotlight as his fiancéeor the scandal that explodes in our faces?

The Convenient Bride
Commanded back to her husband's bed… Women did not walk away from Sicilian billionaire
Rocco Castellani. All he'd wanted was a lovely, biddable wife. Instead Francesca had taken off
before the first dance at their wedding breakfast! But Rocco has tracked down his runaway
young bride, and now she's back by his side—where a good Sicilian wife should be! Rocco was
cheated out of his wedding night—and now nothing's going to stop him from taking his virgin
bride….

A Bride For His Convenience
"In 1862, Arabella Lawrence fled past mistakes on a bride ship. Vying for her hand are two
very different men who disagree on how the natives should be treated during a smallpox
outbreak. Intent on helping a young girl abandoned by her tribe, seeking what's right may cost
her everything"--

The Runaway Bride
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Brides of Convenience Bundle by Amanda Browning,Sara Wood,Trish Morey,Catherine
Spencer released on Jul 1, 2007 is available now for purchase.

Barely a Bride
When Elliot Reed offered a one-year contract marriage, I accepted it. Jobless, with a younger
sister to provide for, I didn't have much of a choice even though I found him insufferably
arrogant and too attractive for my own good. But somewhere along the way, our terms seemed
to have altered. Now Elliot wants a fresh start, and I agree. I would like a peaceful
marriage--even if it's fake, and even if it's only for a year. Despite our commitment, the ugly
baggage we carry gets in the way. He demands nothing less than full openness, and I can't
leave my heart vulnerable to a man who may turn his back on me if he discovers my secrets.
As our pasts collide, his enemies become mine, and mine become his. Unless we can
overcome our fear and mutual distrust, our fresh start is doomed Note: This is the second part
of a three book-long story featuring Elliot and Annabelle.

A Marriage of Convenience
With the death of her grandfather, young heiress Stacey fell victim to embezzlement, lost her
entire fortune and is now on the verge of bankruptcy. She was raised like a princess and
doesn’t know what to do now that she’s on her own. So when Oren, a rancher with a big farm,
appeared before her, Stacey thought he might be able to help. But in the past, Stacey,
frightened of his overwhelming presence, refused his marriage proposals. Is there any way she
can bring up the topic of marriage again?

Brides of Convenience Bundle
The challenge: two weeks without your billionaire fortune! Greek magnate Stavros Xenakis
must go undercover to win a bet—and escape his grandfather's demands that he take a bride.
Until encountering deliciously tempting housekeeper Calli proves that a wife is exactly what he
needs! Calli's baby being taken away robbed her of the ability to trust anyone. Now Stavros's
offer to marry her gives her the chance to finally find her son. But Calli doesn't expect their
honeymoon to be so sinfully sensual—and for life as the temporary Mrs. Xenakis to be so
exquisitely satisfying…

HIS VERY CONVENIENT BRIDE
An ex model struggling to lose the weight. A wounded veteran on a mission to gain her heart.
Will they find a balance before time runs out? Reed Cannon may be a numbers guy but being
minus one arm due to enemy fire hasn’t slowed him down. Now he’s faced with a new
challenge—find a bride so he can stay on the rehabilitation ranch that has given him and his
squad back their lives. With the ranch becoming zoned strictly for families, he’ll have to find a
girl, woo her, and marry her in less than two months. Reed turns to a dating app to narrow
down the selection of potential brides. The woman who matches him nearly 100% is
accessible online, but out of reach in reality. Sarai Austin has done the impossible, she’s found
a great guy online. The problem is now he wants to meet in person, and Sarai's not ready for
IRL. Her profile picture was taken three years and thirty pounds ago. To hide her weight
issues, she tells Reed she’s out of town on business. All she needs is a couple of months to
lose the weight and get back down to model-size. What she doesn’t count on is running into
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Reed in town. After meeting in person, Reed knows Sarai is the one. But as the two grow
closer, their insecurities get in the way. Reed isn’t sure he’s enough for her. Sarai is certain
she’s too much for him. When the lies and doubts come to a head, will their relationship be
over before it has a chance to begin? Find out if love can truly heal all wounds in this lighthearted, sweet romance of convenient arrangements that unfold into lasting love. Offering His
Arm is the third in a series of marriage of convenience tales featuring Wounded Warriors who
are healed with the power of love.

BRIDE OF CONVENIENCE
In 1860s Seattle, a man with a wife could secure himself 640 acres of timberland. But because
of his wife's untimely death, Joe Denton finds himself about to lose half of his claim. Still in
mourning, his best solution is to buy one of those Mercer girls arriving from the East. A woman
he'll marry in name but keep around mostly as a cook. Anna Ivey's journey west with Asa
Mercer's girls is an escape from the griefs of her past. She's not supposed to be a bride,
though, just a cook for the girls. But when they land, she's handed to Joe Denton and the two
find themselves in a knotty situation. She refuses to wed him and he's about to lose his land.
With only a few months left, can Joe convince this provoking--but beguiling--easterner to be his
bride?

The Convenient Marriage
Can a lady tempt a Free Fellow to surrender his heart? As a founding member of the Free
Fellows League—a group of four gentlemen who signed a pledge to never wed when they were
lads—Griffin, Viscount Abernathy, swears that he will put off marrying as long as possible. But
when he is suddenly called off to war, he has no choice but to obey his father’s wishes and
find a wife… Just days later, he marries the lovely Lady Alyssa. For a man committed only to his
freedom, she seems a perfect—and perfectly undemanding—bride. Intelligent and self-sufficient,
Alyssa craves her independence just as much as Griffin loves his. But as the irresistible
attraction between them flourishes with every look and touch, they discover there is something
they desire even more than a loveless marriage of convenience—the passion they find in each
other’s arms… Book 1 of the “Free Fellows League” Series, which includes BARELY A BRIDE,
MERELY THE GROOM, HARDLY A HUSBAND and TRULY A WIFE “Barely a Bride” is
wonderfully charming! A must have!”—Romance Reviews Today “Superb!”—The Best Reviews
“Historical romance fans are fortunate to have a treasure like Rebecca Hagan Lee.”—Affaire de
Coeur “Every Rebecca Hagan Lee book is a tender treasure! She warms my heart and
touches my soul.”—Teresa Medeiros, New York Times bestselling author “Sparkling romance
and passion that sizzles…Rebecca Hagan Lee taps into every woman’s fantasy!”—Christina
Dodd, New York Times bestseller

Claiming My Bride of Convenience
In order to restore his family's fortune, Lord Clayton Clearbrook must marry within three weeks
and finds the perfect candidate in Miss Briana Garland, but when she rejects him due to her
aversion to marriage, he wages war on her heart. Original.

The Convenient Groom
The true identity of Lisa, who is volunteering in the interior of Africa, is that of the Princess of
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Ohlemann. The rebellious royal has come to Africa to make something of herself. In the wake
of a village attack by a terrorist group, Nick, a special unit-soldier, saves her. Acting as her
lover, Nick helps her escape, then suddenly gives her a passionate kiss. Despite her outrage
over his audaciousness, her heart flutters for the first time in her life. But she knows that
waiting for her at home is an arranged wedding with the prince of a neighboring country, a
prince that she has met only once as a child…

Kostas's Convenient Bride
A headstrong beauty propositions an unlikely highwayman in this delightful regency historical
romance. On the hunt for his runaway sister, Lord Richard Ellerby stops a suspicious carriage
at gunpoint and is shocked to be mistaken for a thieving highwayman. When the attractive
woman inside makes him an offer to court her for pay, Richard refuses and sends her on her
way. But the determined lady soon finds him again and proposes an even more outrageous
offer: wedding her in a marriage of convenience. Desperate to find love with a man of her own
choosing, Lady Brenna Harrington will do anything to hold on to her freedom, even if it means
propositioning a dangerous highwayman. If she can distract her father with a prospective
husband who only wants to marry her for her fortune, Brenna will have time to do things her
way. While her plan may be just crazy enough to work, her unsuitable suitor has other more
pleasurable strategies in mind

A Final Deal
The Convient Bride ia a fabulous romance set in a world of great beauty and luxury, portrayed
in picture perfect detail. Two opposing souls strike up a partnership in a deal that has
overlooked one important detail: it involves a woman who knows her mind and her heart.

The Greek's Bride of Convenience
In 1862, Mercy escapes a bleak future in London and joins a bride ship. Wealthy and titled,
Joseph becomes the ship's surgeon to avoid the pain of losing his family. He has no intention
of settling down, but when Mercy becomes his assistant, they must fight against a forbidden
love.

The Convenient Bride
A countess in name only tempted by a night with her husband!

Buying His Bride of Convenience
Read this classic romance by USA Today bestselling author Helen Bianchin now available for
the first time in e-book! Originally published as No Gentle Seduction in 1991. A conspiracy of
desire Lexi Harrison, one of Sydney’s top international fashion models, was accustomed to
being pursued by men who wanted to share her fame and fortune. It made it difficult for the
beautiful woman to trust men, especially a man like Georg Nicolaos, whose arrogant
countenance was simply infuriating. But when Lexi’s ex-husband tried to blackmail her by
threatening to destroy her family’s name and her professional reputation, Lexi was forced to
turn to Georg for advice. She agreed to fall in with his plans and go along with a pretend
engagement. But was Georg sincere in his offer to help? Or were there ulterior motives behind
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the charade?

The Italian's Convenient Wife
When Lord Stephen Clearbrook finds himself indebted to a wealthy businessman, he sets out
to marry his creditor's daughter and settle his accounts, but first he will have to work to win
over his prize. Original.

Xenakis's Convenient Bride
"In 1863, Upon discovering an abandoned baby, Pastor Abe Merivale cares for the infant along
with Zoe Hart, one of the newly arrived bride-ship women. With mounting pressure to find the
baby a home, they hastily marry-but soon realize their marriage of convenience is not so
convenient after all"--

The Wagered Bride
It was a marriage in name onlybut now my wife wants more! My terms were clear: a luxurious
Greek island sanctuary in exchange for Daisy becoming Mrs Matteo Dias. Until she decides to
renegotiate our convenient arrangement! Her heart is set on a real family, but love is
something I can’t give. Yet Daisy’s spirit captivates me completely. Finally claiming our
wedding night is a delicious pleasurebut am I able to become the husband Daisy truly wants?

The Convenient Bride Collection
Helena swears an oath of eternal love in front of the priest, as does her groom, Flynn, but
these are sinful vows. This is a fake wedding. Helena’s sister was supposed to marry Flynn,
but she ran away with her first love right before the ceremony. Helena wants to help the her
sister’s shunned groom, who is to be the next CEO of a big corporation, save face. But more
than anything, she wants to get her childhood crush out of trouble Sweet Helena has yet to
learn about the humiliating contract behind the wedding and the inevitable disclosure of her
secret from the past.

The Billionaire's Bride of Convenience
After Nicole lost her beloved father to an illness, she traveled to the UK to scatter his ashes
according to his wishes. Her father never told Nicole about his past, and she’d started to
wonder why he had to abandon his hometown. While trying to find out, she meets Blake. He
claims that he is the heir to Cranford Hall, and she thinks that he might know what happened.
His tenderness and warm smile lead Nicole to talk about her father, never thinking that she will
regret that choice for the rest of her life.

Offering His Arm
_____________ ‘One of my perennial comfort authors. Heyer’s books are as incisively witty
and quietly subversive as any of Jane Austen’s’ Joanne Harris _____________ Horry
Winwood doesn’t play by the rules. So when her family are near ruin and her sister is about to
enter a loveless marriage to a wealthy man to settle the family debts, young and headstrong
Horry proposes to marry him in her sister's place. As her new husband's attentions fall
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elsewhere, Horry begins to feel increasingly unhappy. Then she meets the attractive and
dangerous Lord Lethbridge and her days suddenly become more exciting. But there is bad
blood between Horry's husband and her new acquaitnance, and as complications and
deceptions mount, the social tangle grows ever trickier to unpick. Will Horry’s gamble cost her
everything she holds most dear? _____________ WHY READERS LOVE GEORGETTE
HEYER AND THE CONVENIENT MARRIAGE: "Handsome hero, beautiful heroine, nasty
baddie, beautiful gowns and all misunderstandings sorted out by the last page. If you've never
read Georgette Heyer before - why?" "This was my first Georgette Heyer novel and I
thoroughly enjoyed it! The story concerns love and marriage, trust and friendship, gossip and
dastardly deeds, insult and revenge, misunderstandings and mishaps." "You really find
yourself getting inside the characters and caring about them." "These Regency novels of
Georgette Heyer are a constant delight and in a world class of their own. They can all be reread time and time again" "This book brings the period to life the description of the dresses and
carriages makes you imagine you the scenes vividly" "Her attention to detail brings the pages
alive and you can imagine yourself back in Regency England for a couple of hours. Absolutely
love her books!" "Heyer is the queen of this genre." "Packed with entertainment, good historical
detail and all the twists and turns." "A story which has everything: romance, highwaymen,
duels at dawn and countless parties"

An Improper Bride
Daniele Pellegrini must wed or lose his family inheritance. Eva Bergen is the perfect candidate
for three reasons: 1. Her body is pure temptation. 2. She can’t reject his outrageous charitable
donation in exchange for their vows. 3. Most important, she can’t stand him—this hard-hearted
tycoon won’t risk his wife falling in love with him! When Eva’s first youthful marriage ended in
tragedy, she buried any hope of loving again. She’s certain she’ll have no problem keeping
her second marriage on purely convenient terms…until her husband changes the rules with his
expertly ruthless seduction!

An Improper Deal
A bride to save his name . . . Unless he finds a wealthy wife—and soon—Lord Ian Sutcombe will
lose everything. Left deeply in debt by his foolish father and greedy stepmother, his only hope
is to marry for money. Stung by a suitor's cruel betrayal, Hannah Leeds, daughter of a
prosperous merchant, wasn't sure she'd ever love again. So when her father arranges her
betrothal to the handsome lord, she agrees. It was no more than a marriage of convenience.
They would honor and obey, but never love . . . until a simmering passion exploded into a
sizzling affair. Now, with Hannah socializing with members of the ton and another man out to
win her heart, Ian will do everything in his power to show Hannah she is his ecstasy, his desire
fulfilled . . . and oh so much more than a bride for his convenience.

The Sicilian's Surprise Love-Child / Claiming My Bride Of Convenience: The
Sicilian's Surprise Love-Child / Claiming My Bride of Convenience (Mills & Boon
Modern)
Instalove alters the plan when an Army Ranger makes a calculated deal to wed a female
rancher in a modern day marriage of convenience. Army Ranger Tony Keaton is under a tight
deadline. He’s got just 90 days to break ground, construct, and open the elite forces training
camp he and his men have been planning since they left the military. The problem is his camp,
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which is on the grounds of the Purple Heart Ranch, needs access to the adjoining creek for
their training exercises. Luckily, the stunning female rancher who owns that piece of land is
willing to make a deal. Cattle rancher Brenda Vance is shedding ranch hands who can’t stand
working for a woman. But she’s also bleeding money as she modernizes her property. To
cover the debt of the technological advances, she agrees to sell the creek to Keaton. But the
only way to cut through the red tape and transfer the land quickly enough to meet his 90 day
deadline is to get married. Their iron-clad prenup protects her assets, but what will protect her
heart? As Keaton and his unit of Army Rangers work the land with no problem taking orders
from a woman, Brenda has dangerous dreams of this marriage lasting longer than the red tape
requires. Dating isn’t on Keaton’s to do list, but a woman like Brenda makes him want to move
love to the top of his priorities. Will these two stick to the deal and go their separate ways once
the camp is up and running? Or will they change their plans and make this marriage of
convenience last?

A Bride for His Convenience
An emotional standalone title featuring Blake Pryce-Reed. One thing I've never lacked in life is
money. I was born to it. I've made it hand over fist. I have more than I know what to do with.
But all that money couldn't give me Faith Mortimer, a damaged heiress with secrets of her own.
I found her irresistible two years ago, and would've laid my empire at her feetuntil she betrayed
me. Now she barges into my office, offering marriage, ostensibly to help me fulfill the
conditions of my father's hateful deal. Although I toss her out, I'm curious. Once I realize how
desperate she is, I make a counteroffer that leaves her vulnerable and defenseless. However, I
never counted on my own machinations leaving me exposed in returnand both our hearts are
going to break before this is over

A Reluctant Bride
When Paolo Rainero's niece and nephew are orphaned, he arranges to marry Caroline
Leighton, the twins' American aunt, to protect them. But first he must show Callie that he's
changed since their affair nine years ago. As their convenient marriage becomes real, and old
desires are rekindled, Paolo can't help feeling that Caroline's hiding something. A secret
involving him.

The Sicilian's Virgin Bride
In Martin Chapman's will, his final request is a peculiar one. Upon the day of their marriage, his
caregiver Lily Meyers and his grandson Bryce Fowler will become joint beneficiaries of his
entire estate, which includes the Chapman Quarter Horse Ranch. There's only one problem,
Lily and Bryce have never met. For the past three years, Lily and her five-year-old son Joey
have lived on the ranch with Martin, never knowing they might inherit anything. Will Lily uproot
her son from the only stable home he's ever known, or will she marry a man she doesn't know
to secure her son's future? Bryce's decision isn't an easy one either. Will he leave the fast pace
and bright city lights of New York City to move to the sleepy little town in Trinity, Alabama, or
will the cowboy life and Lily prove challenging enough to chase him back to his comfort zone?

A Hollywood Bride (Billionaires' Brides of Convenience Book 2)
Join nine brides of convenience on their adventures in a variety of times and settings gone
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by—from a ranch in California…to the rugged mountains of Colorado…to a steamship on the
Mississippi…to the dangerous excitement of the Oregon Trail…into high society of New York City.
No matter the time or place, the convenient brides proceed with what must be done, taking
nuptials out of necessity. . .and never dreaming that God might take their feeble attempts to
secure their futures and turn them into true love stories for His glory.

An Unlikely Bride
Romance story of a Hollywood superstar and his assistant.

Bride of Convenience
She’s come home to save her ranch. He’s stayed put with hopes for a second chance. Can a
sham wedding lead to the real thing? Matty Brennan would do anything to save her family’s
Wyoming ranch. Even if it means marrying the handsome cowboy who broke her heart six
years ago. But when she asks for his hand in temporary matrimony, she never expected her
old feelings to rush back in. Dave Currick has loved Matty as long as he can remember. To him
that means protecting her, especially from herself. Certain she’ll get cold feet before the I-dos,
he accepts her off-the-wall marriage proposal, because then she’ll have to spend time with
him. That doesn’t mean he won’t negotiate a few items in this crazy engagement. But as their
wedding day approaches, Dave is shocked when Matty doesn't back down. And keeping up
the charade in front of their unsuspecting family and friends can't help but rekindle their
chemistry. When Dave and Matty's secret slips out, can their fake marriage bloom into real
love? Almost a Bride is a standalone novel in the Wyoming Wildflowers contemporary romance
series. If you like sizzling chemistry, clever conspiracies and rugged cowboys, then you’ll love
Patricia McLinn’s story of finding your way home. Buy Almost a Bride to saddle up for a
second-chance love story today! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Praise for Almost a Bride: "If you love to laugh;
love to cry; or love to laugh and cry at the same time, then you'll definitely want to read Almost
a Bride." - 5-Star review "Smart, stubborn and irresistible" - 5-star review "A 'don't miss' treat." Rendezvous "Sweep(s) you away." "Clever and humorous" - 5-star reviews Get all the blooms
in the Wyoming Wildflowers series Prequel — Wyoming Wildflowers: The Beginning
(Snowberry) * Almost a Bride (Indian Paintbrush) * Match Made in Wyoming (Fireweed) * My
Heart Remembers (Bur Marigold) -- A New World (prequel to Jack’s Heart) Jack’s Heart
(Yellow Monkeyflower) -- Rodeo Nights (prequel to Where Love Lives) Where Love Lives
(Threadleaf Phacelia) A Cowboy Wedding Making Christmas (Pasque Flower) -- new! Box
Sets * Wyoming Wildflowers Trilogy Boxed Set (Books 2-4) Wyoming Wildflowers Box Set
Two: Jack's Heart and A New World Wyoming Wildflowers Box Set Three: Where Love Lives
and Rodeo Nights Clear your calendar to start binge-reading Patricia's Wyoming Wildflowers:
The Complete Collection today! "Nothing short of heart consuming and thrilling. I've loved
every one and feel like I know the people personally. I can't wait for the next installment." If you
especially enjoy western romances, also try these other books by Patricia: A Place Called
Home series Lost and Found Groom At the Heart's Command Hidden in a Heartbeat Bardville,
Wyoming series A Stranger in the Family A Stranger to Love The Rancher Meets His Match
Historical Western Romance Widow Woman Courting a Cowboy Romantic Suspense Ride the
River: Rodeo Knights (includes cameos from Wyoming Wildflowers characters) And if you like
small-town romance east of the Mississippi, consider: Marry Me series Wedding of the Century
The Unexpected Wedding Guest A Most Unlikely Wedding Baby Blues and Wedding Bells
Seasons in a Small Town series What Are Friends For? (Spring) The Right Brother (Summer)
Falling for Her (Autumn) Warm Front (Winter)
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Almost a Bride
Ava The meek shall inherit the earth, they say. Bullshit. Look at me now. What do I have?
Nothing. I thought I wouldn't get past a second heartbreak. I was wrong. I never should've
closed myself off in tears when Lucas told me he loved me. I should've had faith he wouldn't
betray me. Regaining his love will mean throwing away my pride, my armor and laying myself
completely bare. I have to trust that he won't crush me at my most vulnerable. The attempt will
leave me bleeding. It might just kill me. But I definitely won't survive knowing that I didn't fight
for what I wanted: my future. A future with the only man I ever loveda man more important than
the very air I breathe Lucas You gotta put yourself out there to get what you want. My ass. I
bared my heart to Ava. I begged for her trust, her love. Instead she shattered my soul. She's
circling me, her pretty eyes vulnerable. She won't fool me this time. I'll never give her another
shot. I'll break her before she breaks me Note: The last book in Lucas and Ava's epic love
story! No cliffhanger.

A Bride in the Bargain
For convenience–or for real? Rob Leicester's wealth was matched only by his arrogance and
initially Caiti found working for the millionaire Australian tough. In time, however, hostility
turned to attraction and virginal Caiti gave Rob everything so she was overjoyed when he
proposed they wed. However, Caiti's joy turned to shame when she discovered that resort
owner Rob had married her purely for convenience. Should she leave and build a new life
elsewhere? Indeed, would Rob let her go?
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